3 TOUGH QUESTIONS ABOUT
YOUR DATA PROTECTION
Cloud applications have raised the bar for simple and secure access to your data in the cloud.
But access to on-premise infrastructure and applications is a different story.
Here are three questions to think about when it comes to protecting your on-premise data.

1. Ever send data to the wrong person?
Accidental data sharing
Inadvertently sharing sensitive data with the wrong person can have
severe consequences such as divulging trade secrets or competitive
information. For example, in 2020 for the healthcare industry,
over

1/3 of data leakage was from misdelivery of documents.
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2. What happens when someone
downloads your sensitive data?
Data privacy requirements
Every industry has data privacy regulations that require you to protect data wherever
it ends up. When working locally on your laptop, don’t forget to clean-up the harddrive
because sensitive ﬁles can live there for ages, only to fall into the wrong hands.
Over

$342 million (€287 million) in GDPR ﬁnes have

been assessed between July 2018 and July 2021.2

3. Could you stop a mass data download?
Insider threats look different
It only takes a few minutes for an employee or compromised account to

85%
of organizations say that they ﬁnd it difﬁcult to determine the actual

download sensitive employee or customer records. In fact,
damage of an insider attack.3

How to protect your enterprise data with ZTNA
Data security should extend to all applications regardless of whether
your data is in a public cloud, a private cloud or on-premise data center.
Stopping data leakage, encrypting downloaded data and detecting
insider threats are necessary protections to keep your data secure.

Need to protect your enterprise and the privacy of your users?
Visit lookout.com for more about Lookout ZTNA and our data
protection capabilities.
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